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&O&O recovering after a disaster or restoring from backups. With BlueCon, you have an automated, .&O&O faster, more complete, and more consistent process for recovering data after any software or hardware failure. &O&O BlueCon uses the intuitive, easy-to-use interface of the existing ZENworks Console .&O&O to guide users through the recovery process and allow them to restore their
network up and running in minutes, so they can get back to work. &O&O How does it work? After installing BlueCon, you can choose to restore from either a full or incremental backup. If you use a full backup: Restore your ZENworks server from the backup, then run BlueCon to recover your previous data. If you use an incremental backup: When you restore your data from the full or incremental
backup, you are essentially restoring all the data on the server that has been backed up. To recover only the data that is different from what is on your previous server, run BlueCon on the server before you restore the backup. Note: If you are recovering from a point-in-time backup, the time stamp will appear on the backup page. We also provide a performance checker for those occasions when you
need to know if your server is running at optimal performance. What do I need to recover my data? You must have a ZENworks server with a backup of data. &O&O BlueCon is designed to work with ZENworks Server. &O&O This does not apply if you have a ZENworks gateway, which is a separate product from ZENworks Server. &O&O If you are recovering a ZENworks server, you must use
ZENworks Server .&O&O You must use a valid backup (full or incremental). &O&O If you are recovering from a backup, you must restore the backup you have created. &O&O If you are restoring a full backup, you must restore the server in exactly the same state it was before the backup was created. &O&O If you are recovering from an incremental backup 82157476af
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